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Domažlicko, the Bohemian Forest
Picturesque landscape under the Čerchov mountain

Take advantage of the unique opportunity to enter the still-deserted
landscape, feel its charm and freedom.

The Domažlice area, called Domažlicko, is situated in the southwestern
part of the Pilsen Region on the
state border with Germany. A
small part of its territory consists
of Šumava, and its more substantial part is the Bohemian Forest.
The local tourist attractions include
mainly the region of Chodsko and
the intact landscape of the Bohemian Forest, rich in history, interwoven
with many hiking trails and cycle
paths.

The highest peak of the Bohemian
Forest is Čerchov, an integral symbol
of the landscape around Domažlice.

The Bohemian Forest and Šumava
are part of the largest continuous
forest complex in Central Europe,

known as the green roof of Europe.
The preservation and restoration of
the natural environment is the primary mission of the Protected Landscape Area the Bohemian Forest with
The House of Nature in Klenčí pod
Čerchovem serving as the visitor centre. Why not make it your entrance
gate to the Bohemian Forest?
The area of the Bohemian Forest
with many rare animals and plants is
unique. It is an area with preserved
natural units persisting for centuries.
This region has always been inaccessible „border woods”.
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Photos:
1) The picturesque landscape below the Čerchov mountain 2) The lake Červený rybník
near Jivjany 3) The territory of the Bohemian Forest Protected Landscape Area is home
to a large population of white stork 4) Tourist lookout tower Kurzova věž at the top of
the Čerchov mountain 5) House of Nature in
Klenčí pod Čerchovem
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Chodsko
The region of ancient traditions, bagpipe music, pottery and cakes
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Local inhabitants, called Chodové,
(the Chods) living in 11 historical
Chodsko villages, Postřekov, Klenčí,
Chodov, Újezd, Draženov, Stráž, Tlumačov, Mrákov, Klíčov, Chodská Lhota, and Pocinovice, guarded the land
border receiving various privileges
for their service from Czech kings,
such as the ones granted to them
by the king John of Luxembourg
in 1325. Their distinctive, stubborn
nature caused them a lot of trouble,
however. You may have heard of Jan
Sladký Kozina, the leader of the rebellion against Lamingen, the local
aristocrat. The legend of his call addressed to Lamingen says: „Lamingen, Lamingen, in a year to the day
I invite you, Lamingen, to heavenly
court!“
The Chodsko region distinguishes
the upper and lower Chodsko areas.
Nowadays, these parts slightly differ from each other, especially with
costumes and cakes. The upper part,
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Horní Chodsko, is a region situated
closer to the border ridge. It used to
be a rather poor area where people
devoted themselves to crafts (bobbin
lacemaking or making pottery). The
costumes there are not as ornate as
the ones of the lower Chodsko region
and the cakes are „striped“.
Chodsko is also typical for its pottery made by several local potters, for
example in Bořice, Klenčí or Koloveč.
Another traditional product is the
typical fabric called „kanafas“ (canvas) from the weaving workshop in
Postřekov.
And what would Chodsko be without
bagpipe music? Their sound accompanies all significant festivities and
the distinct local dialect, called „bulačina“.

Photo:
6) Domažlice Bagpipe Band 7)
Local pottery 8) Cake of the lower
region of Chodsko 9) Traditional
„kanafas“ fabric from the weaving
workshop in Postřekov 10) Bobbin
lacemaking

Chodsko is one
of the most attractive areas
in the Czech
Republic, maintaining its ancient traditions,
dialect, and costumes. Even
today, especially on Sunday
after the Holy Mass, you can
see women in local costumes still worn as their everyday attire.
Chodsko was home to famous personalities such as
the national artist Jindřich
Jindřich, the writer Jindřich
Šimon Baar, or painters such
as the Špillar brothers, Josef
Mánes and many others.

Be our guest and visit our countryside under the Čerchov mountain.
Chodsko is a must to see, hear, walk
through, and taste…
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Towns
Welcoming, impressive, surprising…
DOMAŽLICE
The picturesque town on the Czech-German border, founded around
1265 by the king Přemysl Otakar II,
is typical for its square with arcades,
a leaning cylindrical tower and the
gate called Dolejší brána. Even today,
on a summer weekend night, you can
meet a watchman singing a prayer
and blowing a tube to announce that
the night is setting.

HORŠOVSKÝ TÝN
On both sides, the shallow valley of
the banks of the Radbuza River is
lined by one of the oldest town conservation areas, by the picturesque
town of Horšovský Týn. The historical
centre is home to townhouses, a bell
tower, the town hall or St. Peter and
Paul`s Church with a lookout tower.

The dominant feature of the town
is the state castle with the adjacent
castle park. Do not miss the view of
the city from the wooden lookout
tower on the nearby Šibenice Hill. In
July, the town enlivens with the most
significant cultural event, the pilgrimage fair called Anenská pouť.

with a cottage park nearby, a unique
centre of swimming entertainment,
and a renovated mountain cottage
Koráb with a lookout tower set at the
highest hill of the region of Kdyňsko.
Popular local tourist destinations
include the ruins of the castles Rýzmberk, Příkopy, and Nový Herštejn.

KDYNĚ

HOLÝŠOV

The history of Kdyně was connected to the nearby Castle Rýzmberk
and later to the estate in Kout na
Šumavě. The town was renowned
for its cattle markets and benefited
from its industrial tradition – it was
home to the first textile manufactory on the Czech territory. It boasts
a unique exhibition of the Border
Museum, a restored synagogue with
an accessible ritual spa of mikveh,
a beautiful natural swimming pool

The town is located halfway between
Pilsen and Domažlice. The first
written record of Holýšov dates
back to a document issued by Pope
Gregory X in 1273. The Ziegler family
factory, founded in 1897, used to be
the largest glassworks in the Austro-Hungarian Empire, specializing in
flat and mirror glass. The town has a
significant military history. Visit the
remains of an ammunition factory
and a concentration camp.
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Foto:
1) Domažlice, the main square
2) Horšovský Týn, view of the castle
3) Town Hall in Kdyně 4) Town Hall
in Holýšov 5) Castle and Chateau
in Poběžovice 6) Stone bridge in
Bělá nad Radbuzou 7) St. Martin`s
Church in Klenčí pod Čerchovem
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... to make you want to see and enjoy more
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POBĚŽOVICE
The town lies near the border with
Bavaria at the foot of the Bohemian
Forest. The first records date back
to 1359. It has a large Gothic castle
and a town church built in the 15th
century. For many years to come,
there were Germans, Czechs, and a
large Jewish community living together. For the Jewish population,
Poběžovice was a place of pilgrimage
renowned throughout Europe. Other
residing personalities include a Japanese, Mitsuko Aoyama, and her son,
an Austrian, Richard Coudenhove
Kalergi, the founder of the Pan-European Movement.

BĚLÁ NAD RADBUZOU
The first written record of Bělá nad
Radbuzou comes from the Kosmas

chronicle from 1121. The most significant monument there is the stone
bridge on the Radbuza River, built
between 1703 and 1723 inspired by
the Charles Bridge in Prague. It has 8
arches and 6 pillars, decorated with
6 Baroque statues of saints. It is one
of the most valuable stone bridges in
the country.

KLENČÍ POD ČERCHOVEM
Klenčí pod Čerchovem belonged to
the 11 oldest Chodsko villages. Its development was supported by its location on the land route from Prague
to Regensburg and by regular postal
connection. First records of the post
office in the village date back to
1612. Klenčí has a close relationship
to the lives and work of writers such
as Jindřich Šimon Baar, Jan Vrba and
the composer Jindřich Jindřich.

DID YOU KNOW...
that at the time of the Church
Reformation,
Domažlice
supported the Hussite reformists? In dissent, the
Chods remained catholic.
The traces of Hussites are still
reminiscent in Domažlice to
the present. For example, a
granite chalice at the top of
the hill Baldov commemorates the Battle of Domažlice.
Our Bavarian neighbours
have the performance of
Killing the Dragon (Drachenstich), where a huge monster
represents the horror of the
battle turmoil coming from
Domažlice.
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Castles, Chateaus, Ruins
Residences of important aristocratic families
RÝZMBERK CASTLE

SAVE OUR TIP:
HORŠOVSKÝ TÝN
The dominant feature of
Horšovský Týn and the whole area is the State Castle
and Chateau Horšovský Týn.
It is a national cultural monument as one of the most
accessible castle buildings
in the Czech Republic and
offers visitors five sightseeing tours. Originally, it was
an episcopal castle founded in the 13th century, the
bishop‘s castle was built in
the 13th century. In the 16th
century, it was converted
into a Renaissance chateau.

In the Middle Ages, the Rýzmberk
Castle guarded the land trade route
through the border pass at Všeruby
to Regensburg, Bavaria. During the
Thirty Years‘ War, the castle was ravaged by the Swedes and later, it was
outraged by the order by Emperor
Ferdinand III in 1848. The Stadions,
the owners of the manor at Kout
na Šumavě, had a tower built at the
castle, followed by a small pub with
a dance hall. Since then, Rýzmberk
has been a sought-after tourist destination.

NOVÝ HERŠTEJN
The ruins of the castle at Nový Herštejn belong to the best-preserved
ruins in southwestern Bohemia. The
castle was built around 1340 near
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STARÝ HERŠTEJN
The ruins of the Castle Starý Herštejn,
dating back to the 13th century, are
situated at the hill bearing the same
name not far from Pivoň. The castle
used to protect the land route which
led from Horšovský Týn through Poběžovice to Bavaria.
Other places of interest: The castle
and the chateau in Poběžovice with
a Japanese stone garden, the fortress
at Lštění, the castle at Osvračín, the
fortress at Puclice, Chateau Čečovice,
ruins of the castle Lacembok, and Příkopy at Černíkov
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Kdyně. Today, the territory is a nature
reserve with over 200-year old mixed
deciduous forest and with flowers
such as daphne, anemone, sealwort
or arum.
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Foto:
1) State castle and chateau Horšovský Týn 2) Ruins of Rýzmberk Castle
with a lookout tower 3) Nový Herštejn at Kdyně surrounded by a grim
legend about the walled up daughters of the local landlord 4) Repaired
ruins of The Castle Starý Herštejn 5)
Jindřich Jindřich Museum 6) House
of History of Holýšovsko 7) Museum
of Technology and Crafts in Koloveč
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Museums and Galleries
Discover the history and culture of our region
MUSEUM OF CHODSKO
IN DOMAŽLICE
It is a museum with an exhibition dedicated to the history of Domažlicko.
It includes the archaeology findings
of the prehistoric and ancient areas,
as well as town-life in the 19th century featuring a significant exposition
of the local „living room“. Together
with the wedding scene, it was installed back in 1935.

JINDŘICH JINDŘICH
MUSEUM
The exhibition presents an ethnographic collection of Jindřich Jindřich
focusing on underpaintings on glass,
on Chodsko costumes, its pottery,
furniture, backpipes and the history
of Chodsko festivities and the development of folklore to the present
day. The ground floor of the museum
houses the Špillar Brothers‘ Gallery as
well as occasional exhibitions of contemporary art.

a restaurant. From mid-2022, you can
visit the exhibition on brewing in the
basement and an exhibition „Attention! State border! History as a game“
in the attic, dedicated to the transformation of life on the border
from prehistoric times.

of the insidious and mean operation
called Kámen (the Border Stone), organized by the secret police StB between 1948 and 1951.

J. S. KOZINA MEMORIAL
HALL IN ÚJEZD

The permanent exhibition is dedicated to the history of Holýšov during
World War II.

The exhibition focuses on the history
of the Chodsko rebellion of the local
people.

MUSEUM
OF THE BORDER REGION
It documents the history of the city
of Kdyně from prehistoric times,
through the Middle Ages, the great
time of the renowned textile factory
and local crafts, to the present day.
It has a unique charm by offering
visitors the chance to try and touch
many exhibits on display.

CULTURAL CENTRE
– DOMAŽLICE BREWERY

THE CULTURAL CENTRE
MODRÁ HVĚZDA
IN KDYNĚ

The renovated historical building of
the malthouse of the Domažlice brewery from late 19th century is home
to the gallery Hvozd with glass footbridges with an exhibition on the
history of brewing in Domažlice and
the surrounding area. It also houses a
microbrewery with a beer house, and

Permanent exhibition The False
Border Action Kámen (the Border Stone). Formerly it was a hotel,
now Modrá hvězda (Blue Star), is
the municipal culture centre. It was
the silent witness of many dramatic
events. A commemorative plaque
and a permanent exhibition remind
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THE HOUSE OF CULTURE
OF HOLÝŠOVSKO

Visit other small regional museums,
such as the Baar Museum in Klenčí,
the Museum of Costumes and the
Museum of Fire Engines in Postřekov, the Lumberjack Festival in the
Museum in Pec, or the storage loft
in Draženov, as well as the Tinker
Gallery in Ostromeč, the Minimuseum of Scales in Křenovy, the
Mini exposition of Štěpánka Haničincová in Kvíčovice and the Celtic
Open-Air Museum in Jivjany.

SAVE OUR TIP:
THE MUSEUM OF
TECHNOLOGY AND
CRAFTS IN KOLOVEČ
It is one of the most comprehensive museums of its kind
in the Czech Republic. There‘s
also a mill to rehash elderly
women into young girls.
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On Foot
Discover the beauty of the foothills of the Bohemian Forest

The hilly landscape in the
foothills of the
Bohemian Forest and the entire area of
border mountains is interlaced with a rich network of
walking trails of the Czech
Tourist Club, which take
tourists to villages, solitary
corners and a wide range
of viewpoint spots. The unspoilt nature of the Bohemian Forest is an ideal
place to rest and relax. The
border part of the Bohemian Forest lies on the backbone red tourist trail.
You can also wander along
the Golden Path connecting the area to Bavaria.
The two main branches of
the international Way of
St. James also lead through
Domažlice and Kdyně.

EDUCATIONAL NATURE
TRAILS
The „Sculptural Trail to Baldov“ – a
gallery of sculptures in nature – commemorates the history of the town
of Domažlice around 1431, when the
battle of the Hussites over the Crusaders took place. In addition to the
beautiful view of the surroundings
from the Baldov hill, you can also
admire the Monument of the Battle
of Domažlice. (Domažlice)
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Exploring the footsteps of Božena
Němcová /100 km/
The route maps places around Domažlice and Kdyně, which are associated with the writer Božena Němcová
with 13 information boards to make
tourists acquainted with the writer’s
activities and work in Chodsko.

„Devil`s Educational Trail” is
designed for hikers and cyclists with
21 stops describing the historical and
natural attractions of Chodsko in the
vicinity of Babylon (Babylon)

Educational trail Nová Ves /13 km/
The first stop is the viewpoint above
Nová Ves. Information boards show
the history of the place containing
various tasks for children.

The legend says:
The Devil‘s Stone – the rocking
stone - A long time ago, the devil
used to walk through the countryside
and rest on this stone. Therefore, they
say, looking at its surface you can see
the prints of four hooves, a tail and a
head. Once, the servants threw the
rock down the slope, but, at night,
people could hear the devil heaving
while pushing the stone up the hill.

1
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Exploring the attractions of Kdyně
area /12 km/
The trail starts at the information
board in the centre of the town near
the Border Museum taking you to the
most important tourist attractions of
this location.

The nature trail of trees or the educational trail called „Královská
rokle“ (The Royal Gorge) in Horšovský Týn guide visitors through
the castle park. Its name comes from
the real historical event - from 1904
to 1908, King Edvard VII of England
was the guest of the Duke Karel Jan
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Trauttmansdorf to attend hunts.
The nature trail with several stops
also leads to the lookout tower at
the hill Šibeniční vrch (Gallows
Hill). The educational trail „Obora
Horšov“ (Game Reserve Horšov)
takes you to the charming hunting
lodge Annaburg“.
„To the Spring of Radbuza“ – The
river Radbuza springs on the western
slopes of Pivoň at an altitude of
689 m above sea level (The starting
point is in the village of Závist)
„Feldspar Mining near Poběžovice“ introduces visitors to Poběžovice and its surroundings offering a
wide range of information, mysteries
and secrets of nature, as well as the
history of the area (Zámělič, Otov,
Ohnišťovice, Poběžovice).
Visitors of Holýšov will be guided
through the interactive „Educational Trail of Legends“ and the
„Educational Trail War Industry in
Holýšov“.
The oldest history and the Milavče
Culture from the Bronze Age are
displayed on the „Educational Trail
Into our Common History – the
Bronze Age“ (Milavče, Chrastavice).
The nature trail in Lísková takes visitors through the defunct village. Get
to know the rare flora and fauna in
the area on the nature trails in Capartice and Bělá nad Radbuzou. Take a
walk from Osvračín to Staňkov on the

SAVE OUR TIP:
Nature Park
Sedmihoří
6

route called „Following the footsteps of Lucerna (the Lantern) by
Jirásek“ or explore the interesting
rocks “Čertovy kameny“ (Devil`s
Stones) in Velký Malahov.

Photo:
1) The spring of the Radbuza River flowing through the towns of Bělá and Horšovský Týn 2) Čertův kámen (Devil`s Stone) in Babylon 3) Monument at Baldov 4)
Memorial to Emil Tšída on the hill Ráj near Kdyně 5) Monument of Jan Sladký Kozina at Hrádek near Újezd 6) Sedmihoří with its steep slopes and its typical rolling
landscape

The most impressive natural
formation in the region is the
Nature Park Sedmihoří (Seven Mountains). It is formed
by a circle of conical hills
formed by granite igneous
rocks. During its erosion, it
has created many stone formations and large boulders.
Visitors to Sedmihoří can
enjoy a hike on a 10 km long
nature trail with 12 stops.
(Miřkov)
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Direction Tachov

Sed

M

Bělá nad Radbuzou

Železná

Svržno

Hostouň
Mutěnín

Pleš

Srb

Legend
............................. Information centre
.............. Castle, chateau, castle ruin

Drahotín

Rybník
Pramen Radbuzy

.................................. Museum, gallery

Pivoň

Vlkanov

................ Lookout tower, viewpoint

Nový Kramolín

Starý Herštejn

.............. Swimlake, swimming pool

Pařezov
Postřekov Ždánov

.................................. Stop for canoers
........................ Winter-sport stadium
........................................ Glider airport

Nemanice

Lísková

Capartice Výhledy

........................................... War history

................... Nature place of interest
................................... Border crossing

See an interactive map of tourist
attractions of the Domažlicko district at
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Trhanov
Chodov Hrádek

Pec

................................... Defunct village
........................... Church monument

L
D

Díly

Klenčí pod Čerchovem

Lučina

................................. Horseback route
................................................ Ski route

Me

Poběžovice

Babylon
Pa

Čerchov

Česká Kubice

Folmava

Direction
Furth im Wald

Direction Plzeň

Jivjany
Velký Malahov
Černovice
Ostromeč

dmihoří

Hradecká skála

Semněvice

Miřkov

Neuměř
Čečovice

Trubce

Holýšov

Kvíčovice

Staňkov

Puclice

Lacembok

Horšov

by

eclov

Krchleby

Křenovy

Horšovský Týn

Osvračín

Šibeniční vrch

Močerady

Srbice

Blížejov

Lštění

Luženičky Baldov
Draženov

Újezd

Milavče

Vavřineček

Stráž

Nevolice

Koloveč
Kanice

Hradiště

Chrastavice

Domažlice

Čermná
Hlohovčice

Všepadly
Úboč
Zahořany

Spáňov

Němčice
Nový Herštejn

Rýzmberk
Mrákov
n
Tlumačov
Kout na Šumavě
asečnice
Lomeček
Pelechy
Koráb
Kdyně Brnířov

Nová Ves
Tanaberk

Všeruby

Černíkov
Mezholezy
Úsilov

Loučim
Libkov
Dlažov
Chodská Lhota

Direction
Klatovy

Markéta

Pocinovice

Běhařov
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On a Bike
Across the Bohemian Forest

Thanks to the
sparse settlement of the border region and
the dense network of roads,
formerly used by border guards, cycling is an ideal form
of tourism for the Bohemian
Forest. The local landscape
offers a variety of route profiles from flat trails and rolling areas to steeper climbs.
A team of bike guides has
made a selection for fans of
mountain-bike adrenaline
rides.
Thanks to Czech-German
cooperation, there is a broad
range of cycling circuits available.

1

Several international long-distance cycle routes will take you
through Domažlicko.
Eurovelo 13 is a route leading across
Europe through areas of the former
iron curtain, copying the Czech-German border, which has, inadvertently, contributed to the preservation of
important ecosystems and valuable
natural environments.

Technical attraction on the route: the
aqueduct at Havlovice.
Another alternative is the original
cycling route 3A Furth im Wald –
Eschlkam – Všeruby – Kdyně – Koloveč – Staňkov.
The landscape around Horšovský Týn
is less hilly compared to the border
area. Follow the „Friendship Cycle
Route“ from Horšovský Týn for 70 km
north up to its twin town of Nabburg
in Oberpfalz, Germany.

The Pan-European Cycle Route Paris – Prague (cycling route No. 37)
leads through Železná via Bělá to
Lake Sycherák.

Detailed maps of cycling routes and
tips for other bike trips are available
at all information centres. During the
tourist season, hop on one of the
cycle buses to take you to the border area or rent a bike at the ČD Bike
bicycle rental service at the railway
station in Domažlice.

The cycle route 3 Munich – Regensburg – Pilsen – Prague follows an
ancient important trade route. Families with children, in particular, seek
the section of the cycle path from
Domažlice via Babylon to the German town of Furth im Wald.

3
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2
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Photo:
1) The rest stop at the aqueduct near Havlovice 2) Friendship Cycle Route No. 2141 3) International cycle route No. 3, running from Prague to Munich, Bavaria 4) Cycle route No. 2287,
the section between Klenčí and Luženice
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Lookout Towers and Viewpoints
See Domažlicko and the Bohemian Forest from their hills and peaks

SAVE OUR TIP:
KURZOVA VĚŽ
The lookout tower Kurzova věž at Čerchov is a beautiful stone lookout tower on
the highest peak of the Bohemian Forest
(1042 m). Previously, it was a symbol of the
so-called cold war in an inaccessible military area. It is now a Czech-German meeting
place. For pedestrians, cyclists, and cross-country skiers, it can be accessed from
several directions. From June to September there is also a bus service to the top of
Čerchov (especially for elderly or disabled
visitors).
5
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There are two lookout towers near
Kdyně. The viewpoint tower at the
Rýzmberk Castle offers a view of
the whole region of Domažlicko. The
lookout tower Koráb with its mountain hut stands on the hill of Koráb
at the height of 773 m above sea level, which is the highest point of the
highlands near Kdyně.
On the way to Klatovy, above the village of Libkov, there is a brand new
lookout tower sv. Markéta. It is 25m
high and offers beautiful views of the
regions of Domažlice, Klatovy and
the peaks of Šumava.

8

Photo:
5) The tower Kurzova věž at Čerchov 6) Originally, the lookout
tower Koráb was a 21 m high wooden structure replaced in 1992 by
a 50 m high steel structure with a
gallery at the height of 30 m 7) The
lookout tower at the hill Šibeniční
vrch near Horšovský Týn 8) The „leaning“ tower of Domažlice

At the top of the hill Šibeniční vrch
near Horšovský Týn, there is a freely
accessible lookout tower Rozhledna
na Šibeničním vrchu. The tower
of the St. Peter and Paul`s Church
at the main square offers another
beautiful view not only of the town
of Horšovský Týn.

Sladký Kozina, who still oversees the
villages of Chodsko.

The leaning tower at the Church of
the Nativity of Virgin Mary, tilted by
59 cm at its top, invites visitors of Domažlice to climb its 194 steps.

Other viewpoints: Vavřineček, Baldov, Chrastavice, Tlumačov, Díly,
Čermná, Puclice, Kvíčovice, Semněvice, Bělá nad Radbuzou, viewpoint at
Kejvák in Dolní Kamenice.

Hrádek above Újezd, is a popular
viewing point, with the statue of Jan

At good visibility conditions, enjoy
the view of Pilsen from Výhledy above Klenčí where the writer Jindřich
Šimon Baar used to overlook his homeland.

15
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Relax Actively
Sound in body, sound in mind
SAVE OUR TIP:
SWIMMING
The swimming pool in Domažlice and the Water Entertainment Centre in Kdyně
offer opportunities for swimming. In summer, visit Babylon, the natural swimming
lake Lomeček in Mrákov, the
swimming pool Hájovna in
Kdyně, or the swimming lakes in Hluboká or Klenčí pod
Čerchovem.
At the border in Germany,
there are dam lakes suitable
for swimming - Silbersee,
Perlsee or Drachensee, as
well as the adventure pool in
Waldmünchen or swimming
pools in Furth im Wald, Rötz
and Lam.

The Radbuza River is navigable from
Horšovský Týn. It promises a relatively quiet and relaxing cruise for
boaters, who often use Hradecká
skála, a high slate cliff towering over
the Radbuza River between Holýšov
and Hradec u Stoda, as a stop and a
camping site.
Skaters can use the ice rink in Domažlice, and climbing enthusiasts
can try an outdoor and an indoor
climbing wall. Domažlicko also offers facilities for bowling or nine-pin
games, workout in gyms or paintball. Other sports amenities include
several sports halls, multi-purpose
playgrounds and tennis courts. Motocross fans can ride trails in Horšovský Týn. On the contrary, Bělá is the
right place for workouts in nature.
Staňkov has an airport for gliders.
Horseback riders can enjoy a ride
from Chrastavice, Horšovský Týn,
Horšov, Kdyně, Pranty, Krchleby or

1

2
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in Svržno. Svržno is one of the four
original courts of the historically
renowned stud farm at Hostouň. In
2015, the farm celebrated its 100th
founding anniversary. Today, it is an
agritourism farm with almost seventy horses.

Photo :
1) The water entertainment centre in
Kdyně features a water slide, water attractions and a wellness area 2) Boaters on the river Radbuza 3) In-line
skating on a cycling path 4) Horseback
riding 5) Lomeček at Starý Klíčov 6)
Winter below the peak of Čerchov

4

3
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Winter below Čerchov
On the white track through the Bohemian Forest

SAVE OUR TIP:
Cross-country
skiing circuit
around Čerchov
6

Discover the cross-country ski paradise around the peaks of Čerchov
and Gibacht, Bavaria. Enjoy the cross-border routes of varying lengths
and difficulty, for classical as well as
skating techniques of cross-country
skiing with starting points in Capartice or Gibacht near Althütte in Germany. These are the only certified routes
for Nordic sports in the Czech Republic. Other cross-country circuits are
maintained on the meadows of Capartice, leading all the way to Sádek.

Lovers of downhill skiing will find
easy shorter slopes at Sádek near
Klenčí or at Unterhütte, Althütte
and Voithenberg in Bavaria. Skiing is
possible in good natural snow conditions.
Make your winter hikes different by
walking on snowshoes along the
border mountain ridge. Contact the
information centres in Waldmünchen
and in Furth im Wald for snowshoes
rental.

The trail is suitable for both
racers and free-time skiers.
The difficult trail runs mainly
on the contour line and reveals unusual views of the peak
of Čerchov. The circuit is
13.5 km long, the tracks are
maintained with a snowcat. Use the access from the
Czech side starting in Capartice.
For up-to-date snow reports,
see www.snehari.cz and
www.loipenportal.de
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War History
Human fates and stories

Many places in
the Bohemian
Forest commemorate fates of
individual people and stories of the liberators of the
Third U.S. Army under the
leadership of General George S. Patton. An American
jeep ran across a German
landmine above the village
of Díly, killing the entire
crew. Other strong stories
are associated with the end
of the war, for example, the
one about the descendant
from emigrants from Klenčí
and Mrákov, Matt Konop.
He returned to Chodsko as
one of the liberators.

The memorial in Růžov is dedicated
to the Operation Cowboy, military
action of the 2nd Cavalry Reconnaissance Squadron which took place
around the villages of Bělá and Hostouň. It helped to rescue a herd of
rare white Lipizzaner stallions from
the Spanish Imperial Equestrian
School in Vienna, which the Germans
had gathered in the military stud
farm in Hostouň. The event served as
a base for the American film Miracle
of the White Stallions.

American fighter pilot Virgil Paul Kirkham, who laid down his life at this
place on 30 April, 1945. He was the last
American fighter pilot killed in action
against Hitler‘s Germany in Europe.
A bunker in Holýšov – this first-line
light fortification building features
an exhibition dedicated to the construction of the Czech fortified line
in the Holýšov region and rich documentation of the town`s war history.
The Educational Trail War Industry
in Holýšov is dedicated to prisoners
of war and those deployed who were
used for forced labour during World
War II, to work in the local ammunition factory.

Monument to the airman Colonel
Josef Hubáček
The granite monument with a wind
sleeve commemorates the prominent local native, Josef Hubáček, who
was a pilot of the British RAF during
World War II.

Almost every village has places of reverence and monuments to honour
the fallen in the First and the Second
World Wars.

Educational trail of World War II
near Újezd presents the history of liberating of Chodsko at the end of the
war. The trail ends at memorial to the

1
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Photo:
1) Operation Cowboy conducted to rescue
Lipizzaner horses at the end of World War
II. 2) Military pillbox in Holýšov, a small
concrete fortification, which was part of
the military defence line on the route to
Pilsen 3) Memorial plaque to Matt Konop
in Domažlice 4) Exposition of World War II
in the House of History of Holýšovsko
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Defunct Villages
Still living in our memories
Photo:
5) Uncovered and fortified foundations of St. Jan‘s Church at Pleš 6) Korytany used to rest on a steep slope,
so the local settlers created terraces
on which they built their houses. Similarly, they created fields behind the
houses. The terraces are still visible 7)
Uncovered foundations of the church
in Lučina
5

6

In recent years, the former village of
Lučina/Grafenried near Nemanice,
witnesses gradual uncovering of individual destroyed buildings. This is
a very interesting probe into history
uncovering the remains of a church,
a parish, a pub, a brewery as well as
other buildings together with the
original cemetery. Every year, there
is a Czech-German mass in the place
of the original re-consecrated St.
George`s Church.
Regular Czech-German masses are
held in the foundations of the cemetery church at Pleš/Plöss in the area
of Bělá.
The village of Trubce in the Holýšov
region ceased to exist in a different
way. After 1960, it became part of a
military area.

7

The defunct village Lísková/Haselbach, now a border crossing, offers
an insight into its history through
questing (searches - in Czech and
German languages).
The village of Korytany/Rindl between the villages Rybník and Šidlákov is accessible on an educative
trail. There are period photographs
and bare foundations of buildings.
Defunct village Myslív
The village used to stand west of Všeruby between the road to Maxov and
the state border. Its remote location
was used by StB, the secret police,
between 1948 and 1951 for the provocative illegal operation called Akce
Kámen (Operation Border Stone). The
place is marked with an information
board.

After the end of
Worl War II, more
than 50 expelled
German villages
in the Czech border region
around Domažlice ceased to
exist. After the declaration
of the so-called „forbidden
zone“ and dropping the iron
curtain, the sites located
near the state border were
destructed systematically.
It was not until the 1990s of
the 20th century when the
forbidden zone reopened
to all. The best time to visit
the defunct settlements is
spring or autumn when the
conditions are ideal as vegetation does not cover indistinct remains. Wandering
around the defunct places
is marked with signs bearing both Czech and German
names. At some places, no
signs of an earlier settlement
are noticeable. Most defunct
villages lie on local roads or
marked hiking trails.
Wandering around defunct
places is an inexhaustible
source of impulses for visitors to think about the past
times and the effects of war
on people’s destiny.
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Church Monuments
Places to stop and contemplate
The monastery in Pivoň was built
by the monks of the Order of Augustinians. They settled in Pivoň shortly
after the founding of their order. It
was one of the first entirely Gothic
buildings on our territory.

The most important places of pilgrimage are Dobrá Voda at Pocinovice,
Tanaberk at Všeruby, Dobrá Voda
at Draženov, Loučim at Kdyně, St.
Anna‘s Church in Horšovský Týn and
The St. Lawrence‘s Church in Domažlice.

The landscape of
the Bohemian Forest is inherently
connected to a
wealth of small
stone monuments - stone
crosses, cavalries and conciliation crosses. They are
witnesses of the past, often
covered in mystery.

The St. Nicolas Church in Šitboř is also
worth a visit. Gradually, it is undergoing a restoration. In its surroundings,
you will also find the memorial of Jan
of Šitboř and an exhibition dedicated
to his personality.

The glass altar is a unique piece of
art, being the largest bas-relief in Bohemia, made by the artist Vladimíra
Tesařová in the Church of the Nativity
of the Virgin Mary with the leaning
tower in Domažlice.

Even every small village has
a chapel or a church bearing the message and the
legacy of our ancestors to
encourage pilgrims to stop,
contemplate and make a
quiet prayer.

It is also worth mentioning the Convent of Calced Augustinians at the
Church of the Annunciation of the
Virgin Mary in Domažlice.
Photo:
1) The chapel Dobrá voda at Draženov 2) All Saints Church in Horšov 3)
St. Lawerence pilgrimage to the hill of
Veselá hora 4) Augustinian Monastery
at Pivoň 5) St. Nicholas Church in Čečovice

Another integral part of the history
of the region include Jewish monuments, e.g. the Jewish Synagogue in
Kdyně, the Cemetery and the Jewish
mikveh in Poběžovice, Domažlice,
Puclice, Loučim and Mutěnín.
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Traditional Cultural Events
Rich cultural programme throughout the year
SAVE OUR TIP:
Chodsko Folk Festival – the pilgrimage Vavřinecká pouť in Domažlice
takes place after the St. Lawrence feast
(on the 10th August). It is one of the largest and oldest ethnographic festivals
in the Czech Republic. In addition to
the famous open-air Holy Mass at the
Church at the Vavřinec hill. There are
performances at five stages performed
by more than 600 performers from the
Czech Republic and abroad, as well as a
traditional Old-Bohemian Fair.
6

Photo:
6) Chodsko Folk Festival 7) Several days of carnival festivities in
Postřekov 8) Folklore festival Výhledy in Klenčí have been the host
to many jazz and rock bands 9)
Live Nativity Play in Horšovský Týn
7

8

9

Holýšov Dance Contest held every year in spring is a competition
hosting the best dance couples in Latin-American and ball-room dancing
from all over the Czech Republic.

The Emperor Festival in Kdyně is
held in early July to commemorate
the visit of Emperor Franz I to Kdyně.
The event is accompanied by a rich
programme inspired by that period.

Carnival – there is a folk festival with
masked carnival processions accompanied by folk musicians held in
most local villages. The most famous
carnival takes place in the last four
carnival days in Postřekov.

The Folklore Festival Výhledy is a
show of folklore ensembles, which
is held at the 1st weekend in July in
Klenčí pod Čerchovem.

A sculpture or a glass symposium
in Domažlice and a multi-genre
music festival Music Below the
Castle or Bohemia JazzFest jazz
festival are held in July.

Horšovský Týn offers a rich cultural
programme. The most important
event is the pilgrimage festival
Anenská pouť at the end of July or
the Christmas fair with a live nativity play on the last Sunday before
Christmas.

Traditionally, the Lumberjack Festival in Pec features the best lumberjacks in several disciplines.
The Pilgrimage fair festivities in
Poběžovice include the annual PanEuropean Half-Marathon starting in
the German town of Stadlern and finishing in Poběžovice.
As a part of its pilgrimage fair festivities in September, Bělá nad Radbuzou also hosts an evening running
race.
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Families with Children
Let`s play and discover
Exhibition of trains in Domažlice –
model railway show, where trains run
indoors and outdoors in the garden.

the Bohemian Forest over time welcomes mainly children visitors. Still,
parents will not be bored either.

The viewpoint at Hrádek above the
village Újezd is a frequent destination for the little ones as well as adults
featuring a playground, a large statue of the local dog breed, the monument of the local personality Jan
Sladký Kozina, with a viewpoint, and
a stylish restaurant).

Apart from divers, the underwater
observation in Lomeček near Mrákov now offers the opportunity to all
other visitors to observe the wealth
of the underwater world. Enter the
largest underwater cabin in the
Czech Republic without getting wet,
and you will feel like a Verne hero!

The House of Nature of the Bohemian Forest in Klenčí is the gateway
to the Bohemian Forest. The theme
of its interactive exhibition is the
transformation of the landscape of

Small farmyard in Horšov is a place
where you can see chickens, rabbits,
geese, ducks, pigs, sheep, goats, a
donkey or a Shetland pony.

NOT JUST FOR
RAINY DAYS...
Digital cinemas, 3D shows:
Horšovský Týn, Domažlice
Open-air cinema: Domažlice
Cinemas: Kdyně, Staňkov,
Holýšov
PLAYGROUNDS...
Almost every town
or village has a place where
children can enjoy a playground.
AT OUR BAVARIAN
NEIGHBOURS...
Visit the amusement town
for children - Furth im Wald.
You can visit the dragon
Fanny in its cave. At specific days, the dragon shows
what it can do. Do not miss
the local haunted underground with a labyrinth or
the Wild Garden area with
an underwater observation
deck, and the amusement
park „Flederwisch“ – the
world where children can try
to become real gold diggers.
Or visit the Steinbruchsee
mini ZOO.
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Photo:
1) Exhibition „Transformation of the Landscape of the Bohemian Forest over Time“ in
the House of Nature in Klenčí pod Čerchovem 2) Viewpoint at Hrádek near Újezd 3)
Small farm yard in Horšov 4) Children‘s swimming pool in Domažlice
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Where and What to Eat
Taste the region

Regional product of the Bohemian Forest and Šumava
This logo marks products
which are unique and characteristic local products of the Bohemian Forest.
Traditional local cakes have
two varieties that are distinguished from by the way they
are decorated. The information
centres will be happy to advise you
where to taste or buy this local delicacy (made in Domažlice, Bořice, Krchleby, Staňkov).
The cakes in the lower, southern part
of the region, Dolní Chodsko, which
is farther from the mountain range of the Bohemian Forest, are first
covered by a layer of cream cheese
topped by ornament decorations
made with poppy seeds and plum
marmalade, while cakes in the upper,
northern part, Horní Chodsko, are
“striped” - the cream cheese is first
lined to form rows which are then

filled with alternating lines of
poppy seeds and plum marmalade. Both types are then
finished carefully with a touch
of raisins and sliced almonds respecting strict rules for decoration: almonds for the dark places, raisins for the light ones.
When the cakes are baked and
still hot, they are sprinkled with
a drizzle of cream and a little of vanilla sugar and rum. The local cake
is a ceremonial and festive dish. It
has always been the pride of a good
housewife which makes its recipe a
family treasure inherited from one
generation to the other.
You should not leave Chodsko without tasting the cake... Enjoy it!
Taste the beer from our microbrewery in Horšovský Týn and Domažlice
where the tradition of brewing beer
has recently been restored in the
town brewery.

RECIPE
FOR 100 CAKES
●

10 kg of semi-coarse flour

● 20 eggs (or 10 whole eggs +

15 egg yolks)

● 2 kg of butter
● 2 kg of sugar

● 300 g of yeast

● milk – as much as necessary

Toppings:
10 kg of cream cheese
● 3,5 kg of poppy seeds
● 3,5 kg of plum marmalade
● work the egg whites in the
cream cheese
● raisins and sliced almonds
for decoration
● cream
● vanilla sugar
● rum to sprinkle
●
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Attractions and sights
Land of discovery for the whole family
DON’T MISS:
Adventure World ERLEBNISWELT
FLEDERWISCH
Adventure world Erlebniswelt Flederwisch in Furth
is full of adventure, mystical
and diverse stories to enjoy for both kids and adults,
including
● Bavaria‘s largest steam
engine
● gold diggers‘ campsite
● path of technical
discoveries
● dragon and knightsthemed shop
● art and craft workshop
● mysterious garden and
much more
www.flederwisch.de

Wildgarten with underwater observation room

The Dragon and the
Dragon‘s Cave

Furth‘s wild garden Wildgarten is a
habitat with local animals and an
underwater observation station offering a view of the underwater world.

In 2010, a new dragon on its strong
paws walked in an ancient tradition
– „Tradinno“, the biggest four-legged
walking robot in the world (listed
in the Guinness Book of Records).
From April to October it lives in its
dragon‘s cave in the festival grounds
(Festplatz). During your walk in the
dragon cave, you will get to know
about the history of dragons and
the festival itself, as well as about the
technical equipment of the world‘s
largest four-legged walking robot.

Wildgarten will take you over a suspension bridge, a sidewalk in the
peat bog, as well as through a trail
leading to the maze.
Climb up to the „airy garden house“
with great views.
Walk past „tree“ books and tipping
stones, and then maybe – after relaxing in one of the ancient pastoral
sheds – you will reach an underwater
observation room that gives you a
breathtaking view of the local pond
full of fish.
www.wild-garten.de

You can experience the dragon live
during the festival games called Drachenstich (killing the dragon) every
year in August or during a „demonstration“ in the dragon‘s cave.
www.drachenstich.de
www.further-drache.de
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in Furth im Wald...
Photo:
1) Steam engine in the adventure
world Flederwish 2) Experiment
with fire in the adventure world
Flederwisch 3) Underwater observation post in Wildgarten 4) Folk
game „Drachenstich“ with the dragon „Tradinno“ 5) View of Drachensee 6) Wildlife in Steinbruchsee
cruise park 7) Terror and horror in
the Furth underground passageways 8) Museum at Schlossplatz

5

6

7

Drachensee – Dragon’s
Lake
The flood reservoir, built only in 2009,
was named after the oldest folk game
in Germany, the Furth “Drachenstich”.
At the dam of the river Chamb in
Furth im Wald, both rest-seeking and
nature lovers will enjoy their own
enjoyable leisure time. The lake with
its four zones – a relaxation zone, an
ecological regeneration zone, a zone
for outdoor adventures and an environmental awareness zone – has something to offer to both families with
children, athletes and those who like
to observe the nature.
www.furth-drachensee.de

Steinbruchsee Cruise Park
In the Steinbruchsee cruise park, everyone in the family will find their way
– there‘s a forest museum, a clock

museum, an aquarium, fish, fallow
derr and goat breeds. And there is
more to it than that.
www.steinbruchsee.de

Museum of the Land Gate
in Furth im Wald
(Landestormuseum)
The permanent exhibition in the
premises of the Museum of the Land
Gate deals with the topics that are
most apt for Furth im Wald: HEIMAT
– GRENZE – DRACHE (homeland border - dragon).
The premises on the 1st and 2nd
floors are currently being renovated.
On the ground floor, in addition to
the exhibition GRENZERFAHRUNGEN
(‘Experience from the Border‘) the visitors will be welcome by either the
older of the dragons from the famous
festival game or, on the contrary, the

8

latest dragon equipped with the
latest technology.
In addition, you can enjoy fantastic
views of the town and the surrounding mountains from the historical
tower which is a part of the museum
building.
For up-to-date information, see
www.landestormuseum.de

Furth Underground
(Furhter Felsengänge)
Beneath Furth im Wald, there are underground passageways of several
kilometres. These corridors were excavated in the late Middle Ages and
served, among other things, as beer
cellars, hideaways, shelters in air
raids, wintering grounds for bats and,
of course, as the residence of all sorts
of ghosts and spooks...
www.flederwisch.de
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and in Waldmünchen
for families and lovers of nature and culture
Border Museum
and Trenck Museum
(Grenzland- und Trenckmuseum)

Open-air festival game
‘Pandur Trenck at the
gates of Waldmünchen‘

WHAT TO DO:
AQUAFIT ADVENTURE
POOL

Discover one of Waldmünchen‘s
most dramatic stories through an
open-air historical festival play ‘Pandur Trenck at the Gates of Waldmünchen‘ - one of Waldmünchen‘s
most dramatic stories. Fascinating
pictures and scenes show the siege
of Waldmünchen by free lord Franz
von der Trenck and his wild Pandurs.
Will the beautiful Katharine Schwab
be able to save the city from the
dreaded colonel of the Pandurs, the
Trenck? You will find out in the folk
play during the July and August performances. Look forward to a spectacular theatre, you will surely be impressed. It‘s a theatrical experience
for the whole family, which will make
you breathless.

We have a solution for stress
and boredom: switch off in
AquaFit! Here everyone will
find the right thing for themselves! A separate children‘s
pool and a more than 60 m
long slide with lighting effects and a timer will turn our
little guests‘ visit to the pool
into a great adventure. The
combined swimming pool
with hot tubs, massage jets,
waterfall and swimming
lanes of 25 m in length, as
well as a salt bath and a salt
cave are available to both
those seeking relaxation and
sports-oriented visitors. Lovers of sauna will appreciate
the new biosauna, a steam
bath and a Finnish sauna in
combination with a relaxation
area and a newly established
garden. When you let off
steam in water, you can
refresh and get culinary pampered in our restaurant „Goldfisch“.

On three floors, the Border Museum
and the Trenck Museum present interesting facts, information and illustrating examples of the themes ‘Life on
the Border‘, the history of the town,
the resettlement, glass and ‘Pandur
Trenck‘, who besieged Waldmünchen during the war of the Austrian
heritage. This historical event has
also been commemorated since
1950 by the famous open-air festival.
The museum tour is a real experience for the visitor: performances,
life-size photographs, sound, film,
light effects, and computer technology promise a varied and interesting
journey into the past.

www.waldmuenchen.de

www.trenckfestspiele.de

www.erlebnisbad-aquafit.de
2
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Photo:
1) Adventure pool AquaFit 2)
Slide at AquaFit 3) Open-air
game „Pandur Trenck“ 4) Border
Museum and Trenck Museum
5) Beach at Perlsee 6) Adventure playground „robber‘s lair“ 7)
Althütte Leisure centre 8) Active
Centre at Althütte

5

6

Region Active in Nature
- Upper Bavarian Forest
/ Bohemian Forest
In the heart of the Bavarian-Czech
border ridge and in the „triangle of
towns“ Waldmünchen – Furth im
Wald – Domažlice, you can find a region called Active in Nature Upper
Bavarian Forest / Bohemian Forest.
For Nordic-sports fans, a network of
routes with a total length of 150 km is
prepared here – in the first cross-border centre of Nordic-sports certified
by the German Ski Association.
In the beautiful mountain landscape
at the altitude of 600 – 1,042 meters,
outdoor athletes will definitely enjoy.
Nordic walking, hiking, trail running
and mountain bikes in summer
and cross-country skiing and snowshoeing in winter.
The Nordic-walking network meets
the quality criteria of the German Ski
Association.

7

Five trail running routes with a total
length of 34 km at the elevation of
1,600 meters.
Cycling and e-bike rides on amazing
trails in the Upper Bavarian Forest.
Fifteen amazing routes with a total
length of 750 km await mountain-bikers. The whole region weaps with
a network of charging stations for e-bikes.
The network of cross-country skiing
trails with a total length of 82 km for
classical technique and skating offers
a breathtaking experience in well-groomed tracks.
We also offer five different trails for
snowshoeing with a total length of 33
km – from an easy circuit in a sunny
meadow on the Althütte (Althüttenwiese) to an 11 km „royal route“ to
the top of Čerchov at an altitude of
1,042 meters.

www.aktivregion-bayerischerwald.de

8

Pearl Lake Leisure-time
Area (Erlebnisraum
Perlsee)
Pearl Lake is a man-made dam lake
on the upper stream of the Schwarzach River, which was built as flood
protection and for the production of
electricity.
Thanks to its varied offer, Pearl Lake
is also a true eldorado for water
sports lovers and holidaymakers.
Thanks to its attractions and leisure
activities (e.g. a beach, a campsite, a
circular trail with a herb nature trail
and an observation bridge, an adventure playground „robber‘s lair“, a
restaurant with a terrace, mini golf,
pedal boat rental, fishing) it has become a great leisure-time area in
the middle of nature and is a popular place for trips for both kids and
adults.

www.bayerischer-wald-ganz-oben.de
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Liberecký kraj

Bělá nad Radbuzou

Poběžovice

Ústecký kraj

Holýšov

Karlovarský
kraj

Horšovský Týn

Plzeňský kraj

Královéhradecký
kraj
Praha

Středočeský kraj

Pardubický kraj

Vysočina

Zlínský kraj

Domažlice
Klenčí
pod Čerchovem
Waldmünchen

Moravskoslezský
kraj

Olomoucký
kraj

Jihočeský kraj
Jihomoravský kraj

Kdyně

Furth im Wald

Town Information Centre Domažlice

Regional Information Centre Horšovský Týn

Chodské náměstí 96, 344 01 Domažlice
tel.: +420 379 725 852, mob.: +420 721 776 962
e-mail: infocentrum@idomazlice.cz
www.idomazlice.cz, www.domazlice.eu
www.chodskeslavnosti.cz

5. května 50, 346 01 Horšovský Týn
tel.: + 420 379 415 151, mob.: + 420 724 160 150
e-mail: info@mkzht.cz
www.mkzht.cz , www.horsovskytyn.cz

Information Centre Holýšov / The House
of History of Holýšovsko

Tourist Information Centre Kdyně
Nádražní 314, 345 06 Kdyně
tel.: +420 377 534 284,
e-mail: infocentrum@kdyne.cz
www.kdynsko.cz, www.mkskdyne.cz

náměstí 5. května 18, 345 62 Holýšov
tel.: + 420 727 838 248
e-mail: dumdejinholysovska@mestoholysov.cz
www.dumdejinholysovska.cz

Town Cultural and Information Centre Poběžovice

Information Centre Bělá nad Radbuzou

nám. Míru 210, 345 22 Poběžovice
tel: + 420 379 497 889, mob: +420 730 890 861
e-mail: info@pobezovice.cz
www.pobezovice.cz

Náměstí 200, 345 26 Bělá nad Radbuzou
tel. + 420 379 766 318,
e-mail: knihovna@belanr.cz
www.belanr.cz

Tourist Information Centre Klenčí pod Čerchovem
Klenčí pod Čerchovem 4, 345 34 Klenčí pod Čerchovem
tel. +420 379 795 325
e-mail: tic.kultura@klenci.cz
www.klenci.cz

Tourist-Information Furth im Wald

Tourist-Information Waldmünchen

Schloßplatz 1, 93437 Furth im Wald
tel: + 49 9973 509 80
e-mail: tourist@furth.de
www.bayerischer-wald-ganz-oben.de

Marktplatz 16, 93449 Waldmünchen
tel. + 49 9972 307 25
e-mail: tourist@waldmuenchen.de
www.bayerischer-wald-ganz-oben.de
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